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Tennozan Jan 31 2020 Looks at the collision of the American, Japanese, and Okinawan cultures during the
battle of Okinawa, and examines why the battle lasted longer than it should have
Hiroshima Mar 27 2022 Hiroshima is the story of six people—a clerk, a widowed seamstress, a physician,
a Methodist minister, a young surgeon, and a German Catholic priest—who lived through the greatest
single manmade disaster in history. In vivid and indelible prose, Pulitzer Prize–winner John Hersey traces
the stories of these half-dozen individuals from 8:15 a.m. on August 6, 1945, when Hiroshima was destroyed
by the first atomic bomb ever dropped on a city, through the hours and days that followed. Almost four
decades after the original publication of this celebrated book, Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of
the people whose stories he had told, and his account of what he discovered is now the eloquent and
moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
Hiroshima Nov 30 2019 Provides an historical account of the events surrounding the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 during World War II, discussing the long term repercussions and the
overall results from a military standpoint.
The Dragon's Tail Jul 27 2019 When President Harry Truman introduced the atomic bomb to the world in
1945, he described it as a God-given harnessing of "the basic power of the universe." Six days later a New
York Times editorial framed the dilemma of the new Atomic Age for its readers: "Here the long pilgrimage
of man on Earth turns towards darkness or towards light." American nuclear scientists, aware of the
dangers their work involved, referred to one of their most critical experiments as "tickling the dragon's
tail." Even after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, most Americans may not have been sure what an atomic bomb
was or how it worked. But they did sense that it had fundamentally changed the future of the human race.
In this book, Robert Jacobs analyzes the early impact of nuclear weapons on American culture and society.
He does so by examining a broad range of stories, or "nuclear narratives," that sought to come to grips with
the implications of the bomb's unprecedented and almost unimaginable power. Beginning with what he
calls the "primary nuclear narrative," which depicted atomic power as a critical agent of social change that
would either destroy the world or transform it for the better, Jacobs explores a variety of common themes
and images related to the destructive power of the bomb, the effects of radiation, and ways of surviving
nuclear war. He looks at civil defense pamphlets, magazines, novels, and films to recover the stories the
U.S. government told its citizens and soldiers as well as those presented in popular culture. According to
Jacobs, this early period of Cold War nuclear culture?from 1945 to the banning of above-ground testing in
1963?was distinctive for two reasons: not only did atmospheric testing make Americans keenly aware of the
presence of nuclear weapons in their lives, but radioactive fallout from the tests also made these weapons a
serious threat to public health, separate from yet directly linked to the danger of nuclear war.
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Children of the Atomic Bomb Apr 27 2022 Children of the Atomic Bomb is Dr. Yamazaki's account of a
lifelong effort to understand and document the impact of nuclear explosions on children, particularly the
children conceived but not yet born at the time of the explosions. Assigned in 1949 as Physician in Charge
of the United States Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission in Nagasaki, Yamazaki had served as a combat
surgeon at the Battle of the Bulge where he had been captured and held as a prisoner of war by the
Germans. In Japan he was confronted with violence of another dimension - the devastating impact of a
nuclear blast and the particularly insidious effects of radiation on children. Yamazaki's story is also one of
striking juxtapositions, an account of a Japanese-American's encounter with racism, the story of a man who
fought for his country while his parents were interned in a concentration camp in Arkansas.
The Atomic Bomb Nov 10 2020
The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb Nov 03 2022 With a new preface by the author Controversial in
nature, this book demonstrates that the United States did not need to use the atomic bomb against Japan.
Alperovitz criticizes one of the most hotly debated precursory events to the Cold War, an event that was
largely responsible for the evolution of post-World War II American politics and culture.
Dawn Over Zero Mar 03 2020 On August 6, 1945, the world was electrified by the news that an American
Army bomber had dropped an atomic bomb, with an explosive power equivalent to 20,000 tons of TNT, on
the important Japanese military center of Hiroshima. Three days later another bomb, of improved design
and even greater power, was dropped on Nagasaki. The following day, Aug. 10, the Japanese sued for
peace. Newspapers and magazines throughout the world printed many thousands of words about the new
weapon and the scientific developments that had made it possible. These stories were based largely on
official War Department releases prepared by William L. Laurence, science reporter for The New York
Times. At the request of the War Department, Mr. Laurence had been granted a leave by The Times several
months earlier. Mr. William L. Laurence was the only newspaper man permitted by the War Department to
go to all the plants and inspect the processes of production of the atomic bomb, the only newspaper man
allowed to witness the secret trial of the bomb in New Mexico, and the only newspaper man who witnessed
the actual dropping of one of the bombs on Japan, from a plane above Nagasaki. This book, first published
in 1946, is the full story, so far as it may yet be revealed, of the atom bomb, written by the man who is
unquestionably the best qualified to write it for the layman.
A Song for Nagasaki Jul 07 2020 The story of Takashi Nagai, M.D., professor of radiology at the
University of Nagasaki and survivor of the atomic bombing, and of his spiritual pilgrimage from Shintoism
to atheistic rationalism, and finally to a Christian faith.
Fire in the Sky Aug 20 2021 In the summer of 1945, the world was introduced to the horrific consequences
of nuclear warfare. On the sixth day of August, an American B-29 bomber dropped a revolutionary new
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weapon, the atomic bomb, over the Japanese city of Hiroshima. The catastrophic detonation instantly killed
over 100,000 residents of the city, with thousands more dying from explosion-related injuries in the months
and years to follow. Three days later, a second nuclear weapon was released over the skies of Nagasaki,
killing over 40,000 Japanese citizens, most of whom were civilians. Six days after the second nuclear attack,
the Empire of Japan surrendered, and World War II was ended. Jubilation among the Allied countries was
tempered by a profound sense of relief; nearly four years of bloody war had finally come to an end. Some
406,000 Americans died during World War II, while another 671,000 were wounded. By the end of the war,
an astonishing one out of every one hundred thirty six Americans had been killed or wounded in the
fighting. American military personnel, along with their spouses, children, parents, and friends, were eager
to see the bloody conflict come to and end, by any means possible. Consequently, President Harry Truman's
decision to utilize the atomic bomb to bring Japan to its knees was wildly popular in the weeks and months
that followed the Japanese surrender. In the six plus decades since Hiroshima and Nagasaki, however,
many have questioned both the necessity and morality of America's deployment of the bomb. Significantly
influenced by revisionist history, passionate debate has focused on the justification for nuclear warfare to
subdue an enemy already nearing defeat. Like so many other momentous events, the reader must balance
the reality of the world in 1945 against the seemingly clearer prism of revisionist history. Fire in the Sky:
The Story of the Atomic Bomb chronicles the development and use of the first atomic bombs. This is a
remarkable story about the lives and times of the brilliant scientists, seasoned military officers, and
determined government leaders, who reshaped history, and irrevocably changed the dynamics of warfare.
The Manhattan Project May 05 2020 This updated edition of this essential collection of historic writings
by the pre-eminent scientists and historians who bore witness to the birth of the modern nuclear age now
includes President Barack Obama's 2016 statement at Hiroshima, all-new writings from Japanese survivors
of the atomic bomb, and a new foreword by Cynthia C. Kelly. Born out of a small research program that
began in 1939, the Manhattan Project would eventually employ more than 130,000 people and cost a total
of nearly $2 billion--all operating entirely under a shroud of secrecy. This groundbreaking collection of
essays, articles, documents, and excerpts from history, biographies, plays, novels, letters, and oral
histories, newly updated on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, is the first ever to source such primary history about the creation of the atomic bomb. Included is
President Barak Obama's 2016 statement at Hiroshima, as well as new perspectives from hibakusha
(atomic bomb survivors) and the mayors of Hisorshima and Nagasaki. Also included are writings by and
about J. Robert Oppenheimer, Leo Szilard, Albert Einstein, Richard Feynman, Leslie Groves, Klaus Fuchs,
Henry Stimson, Harry S Truman, Vannevar Bush, Niels Bohr, and many other key figures and authors
including Joseph Kanon, Jennet Conant, Kai Bird, and Martin Sherwin. The Manhattan Project is the most
comprehensive exploration of the making of the atomic bomb available today.
Atomic Bomb: The Story of the Manhattan Project Jun 05 2020 This volume, prepared by an
acknowledged expert on the Manhattan Project, gives a concise, fast-paced account of all major aspects of
the project at a level accessible to an undergraduate college or advanced high-school student familiar with
some basic concepts of energy, atomic structure, and isotopes. The text describes the underlying scientific
discoveries that made nuclear weapons possible, how the project was organized, the daunting challenges
faced and overcome in obtaining fissile uranium and plutonium, and in designing workable bombs, the
dramatic Trinity test carried out in the desert of southern New Mexico in July 1945, and the bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Writing Ground Zero Sep 20 2021 Treat summarizes the Japanese contribution to such ongoing
international debates as the crisis of modern ethics, the relationship of experience to memory, and the
possibility of writing history. This Japanese perspective, he shows, both confirms and amends many of the
assertions made in the West on the shift that the death camps and nuclear weapons have jointly signaled
for the modern world and for the future.
The Atomic Bomb in Images and Documents Dec 12 2020 Samuel S. Kloda spent more than 40 years
meeting with the scientists who built the first atomic bombs, and the crews that delivered them to
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Those conversations encouraged him to search archives throughout the U.S.
Newly unearthed documents were brought to former members of the Manhattan Project or the 509th
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Composite Group, who were always willing to autograph and recount the details of these artifacts. Most of
the major books on the Manhattan Project were published before 1973. In the years that followed, newly
declassified documents became available and showed that many authors had included huge inaccuracies.
Richly illustrated with important documents and photographs, Kloda's chronicle of the dawn of the atomic
age sets the record straight on one of the greatest scientific advancements of all time. Readers will see how
a single letter from Albert Einstein to President Franklin Roosevelt in 1939 led to the formation of the
Advisory Committee on Uranium and, within six years, to the secret Manhattan Project employing more
than 100,000 men and women.
The Atomic Bomb Aug 08 2020 Documents the views of analysts, scientists, and historians concerning the
decision to use the atomic bomb, questioning its necesssity, examining atomic diplomacy today, and noting
the moral significance of Hiroshima.
The Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II Jun 29 2022 This book discusses the decision to use the
atomic bomb. Libraries and scholars will find it a necessary adjunct to their other studies by Pulitzer-Prize
author Herbert Feis on World War II. Originally published in 1966. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the
latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the
Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands
of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Hiroshima Apr 15 2021 The bombing of Hiroshima was one of the pivotal events of the twentieth century,
yet this controversial question remains unresolved. At the time, General Dwight Eisenhower, General
Douglas MacArthur, and chief of staff Admiral William Leahy all agreed that an atomic attack on Japanese
cities was unnecessary. All of them believed that Japan had already been beaten and that the war would
soon end. Was the bomb dropped to end the war more quickly? Or did it herald the start of the Cold War?
In his probing new study, prizewinning historian Ronald Takaki explores these factors and more. He
considers the cultural context of race - the ways in which stereotypes of the Japanese influenced public
opinion and policymakers - and also probes the human dimension. Relying on top secret military reports,
diaries, and personal letters, Takaki relates international policies to the individuals involved: Los Alamos
director J. Robert Oppenheimer, Secretary of State James Byrnes, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, and
others... but above all, Harry Truman.
The Making of the Atomic Bomb Oct 02 2022 Traces the development of the atomic bomb from Leo
Szilard's concept through the drama of the race to build a workable device to the dropping of the bomb on
Hiroshima.
The Most Controversial Decision May 29 2022 This book explores the American use of atomic bombs,
and the role these weapons played in the defeat of the Japanese Empire in World War II. It focuses on
President Harry S. Truman's decision making regarding this most controversial of all his decisions. The
book relies on notable archival research, and the best and most recent scholarship on the subject to fashion
an incisive overview that is fair and forceful in its judgments. This study addresses a subject that has been
much debated among historians, and it confronts head-on the highly disputed claim that the Truman
administration practiced "atomic diplomacy." The book goes beyond its central historical analysis to ask
whether it was morally right for the United States to use these terrible weapons against Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. It also provides a balanced evaluation of the relationship between atomic weapons and the
origins of the Cold War.
The Atomic Bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki Jan 25 2022 Describes the events preceding and
during the atomic bomb attacks on Japan in 1945 that effectively ended World War II.
Countdown 1945 Sep 01 2022 The #1 national bestselling “riveting” (The New York Times), “propulsive”
(Time) behind-the-scenes account “that reads like a tense thriller” (The Washington Post) of the 116 days
leading up to the American attack on Hiroshima by veteran journalist and anchor of Fox News Sunday,
Chris Wallace. April 12, 1945: After years of bloody conflict in Europe and the Pacific, America is stunned
by news of President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s death. In an instant, Vice President Harry Truman, who has
been kept out of war planning and knows nothing of the top-secret Manhattan Project to develop the
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world’s first atomic bomb, must assume command of a nation at war on multiple continents—and confront
one of the most consequential decisions in history. Countdown 1945 tells the gripping true story of the
turbulent days, weeks, and months to follow, leading up to August 6, 1945, when Truman gives the order to
drop the bomb on Hiroshima. In Countdown 1945, Chris Wallace, the veteran journalist and anchor of Fox
News Sunday, takes readers inside the minds of the iconic and elusive figures who join the quest for the
bomb, each for different reasons: the legendary Albert Einstein, who eventually calls his vocal support for
the atomic bomb “the one great mistake in my life”; lead researcher J. Robert “Oppie” Oppenheimer and
the Soviet spies who secretly infiltrate his team; the fiercely competitive pilots of the plane selected to drop
the bomb; and many more. Perhaps most of all, Countdown 1945 is the story of an untested new president
confronting a decision that he knows will change the world forever. But more than a book about the atomic
bomb, Countdown 1945 is also an unforgettable account of the lives of ordinary American and Japanese
civilians in wartime—from “Calutron Girls” like Ruth Sisson in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to ten-year-old
Hiroshima resident Hideko Tamura, who survives the blast at ground zero but loses her mother and later
immigrates to the United States, where she lives to this day—as well as American soldiers fighting in the
Pacific, waiting in fear for the order to launch a possible invasion of Japan. Told with vigor, intelligence, and
humanity, Countdown 1945 is the definitive account of one of the most significant moments in history.
The Enola Gay Sep 08 2020 The story of the most famous airplane of World War II
The Atomic Bomb and American Society Dec 24 2021 Drawing on the latest research on the atomic bomb
and its history, the contributors to this provocative collection of eighteen essays set out to answer two key
questions: First, how did the atomic bomb, a product of unprecedented technological innovation, rapid
industrial-scale manufacturing, and unparalleled military deployment shape U.S. foreign policy, the
communities of workers who produced it, and society as a whole? And second, how has American society's
perception that the the bomb is a means of military deterrence in the Cold War era evolve under the
influence of mass media, scientists, public intellectuals, and even the entertainment industry? In answering
these questions, The Atomic Bomb and American Society sheds light on the collaboration of science and the
military in creating the bomb; the role of women working at Los Alamos; the transformation of nuclear
physicists into public intellectuals as the reality of the bomb came into widespread consciousness; the
revolutionary change in military strategy following the invention of the bomb and the development of Cold
War ideology; the image of the bomb that was conveyed in the popular media; and the connection of the
bomb to the commemoration of World War II. As it illuminates the cultural, social, political, environmental,
and historical effects of the creation of the atomic bomb, this volume contributes to our understanding of
how democratic institutions can coexist with a technology that affects everyone, even if only a few are
empowered to manage it. Rosemary B. Mariner is formerly Joint Chiefs of Staff Chair and Professor of
Military Studies for the National War College. She is currently a lecturer in history at the University of
Tennessee, Knoxville. G. Kurt Piehler is associate professor of history and former director of the Center for
the Study of War and Society at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, which hosted the conference that
formed the basis of this volume. He is the author of Remembering War the American Way and World War II
in the American Soldiers' Lives Series as well as the coeditor, with John Whiteclay Chambers II, of Major
Problems in American Military History.
The Ultimate Weapon Jun 25 2019 Traces the evolution of the atomic bomb, detailing the scientific
developments, the Nazi nuclear arms program, the commitment by the United States to win the nuclear
arms race, and the events leading to Hiroshima.
The Order to Drop the Atomic Bomb, 1945 Mar 15 2021 On August 6, 1945, the course of world history
changed forever with the dropping of an atomic bomb on the Japanese city of Hiroshima. Over half a
century later, countries around the globe are still dealing with the lasting effects of this decision. Some of
these are physical reminders of the chaos and destruction. Elsewhere, politicians, diplomats, and ordinary
citizens continue to grapple with the issue of nuclear weapons and warfare. Through photographs, stories,
and documents, this in-depth exploration of the order to drop the bomb offers a detailed look at the events
that kicked off the nuclear age.
The Atomic Bomb in Japanese Cinema Nov 22 2021 Seventy years after the nuclear attacks on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, Japan is still dealing with the effects of the bombings on the national psyche. From the
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Occupation Period to the present, Japanese cinema had offered a means of coming to terms with one of the
most controversial events of the 20th century. From the monster movies Gojira (1954) and Mothra (1961) to
experimental works like Go Shibata's NN-891102 (1999), atomic bomb imagery features in all genres of
Japanese film. This collection of new essays explores the cultural aftermath of the bombings and its
expression in Japanese cinema. The contributors take on a number of complex issues, including the
suffering of the survivors (hibakusha), the fear of future holocausts and the danger of nuclear warfare.
Exclusive interviews with Go Shibata and critically acclaimed directors Roger Spottiswoode (Hiroshima)
and Steven Okazaki (White Light/Black Rain) are included.
The Making of the Atomic Bomb Jul 31 2022 Here for the first time, in rich, human, political, and scientific
detail, is the complete story of how the bomb was developed, from the turn-of-the-century discovery of the
vast energy locked inside the atom to the dropping of the first bombs on Japan. Few great discoveries have
evolved so swiftly -- or have been so misunderstood. From the theoretical discussions of nuclear energy to
the bright glare of Trinity there was a span of hardly more than twenty-five years. What began as merely an
interesting speculative problem in physics grew into the Manhattan Project, and then into the Bomb with
frightening rapidity, while scientists known only to their peers -- Szilard, Teller, Oppenheimer, Bohr,
Meitner, Fermi, Lawrence, and yon Neumann -- stepped from their ivory towers into the limelight. Richard
Rhodes takes us on that journey step by step, minute by minute, and gives us the definitive story of man's
most awesome discovery and invention. The Making of the Atomic Bomb has been compared in its sweep
and importance to William L. Shirer's The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich. It is at once a narrative tour de
force and a document as powerful as its subject.
The Atomic Bomb: Voices from Hiroshima and Nagasaki Oct 10 2020 This collection of factual
reports, short stories, poems and drawings expresses in a deeply personal voice the devastating effects of
the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Manhattan Project May 17 2021
The Atomic Bomb on My Back: A Life Story of Survival and Activism Jan 01 2020 The memoir of one
of the most famous "survivors" of the Hiroshima atomic bomb attack.
The Decision to Drop the Atomic Bomb Oct 22 2021 This book is a balanced account of the political,
diplomatic, and military currents that influenced Japan's attempts to surrender and the United States's
decision to drop the atomic bombs. Based on extensive research in both the United States and Japan, this
book allows the reader to follow the parallel decision-making in Tokyo and Washington that contributed to
lost opportunities that might have allowed a less brutal conclusion to the war. Topics discussed and
analyzed include Japan's desperate military situation; its decision to look to the Soviet Union to mediate the
conflict; the Manhattan Project; the debates within Truman's Administration and the armed forces as to
whether to modify unconditional surrender terms to include retention of Emperor Hirohito and whether to
plan for the invasion of Japan's home islands or to rely instead on blockade and bombing to force the
surrender.
The Atomic Bomb Sep 28 2019 Uses factual accounts, short stories, photographs, poems and drawings to
present the experiences of the atom bomb survivors
Hiroshima Nagasaki Jan 13 2021 Examines the history of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings, arguing
that it had little impact on the eventual outcome of war in the Pacific.
By the Bomb's Early Light Apr 03 2020 Originally published in 1985, By the Bomb's Early Light is the
first book to explore the cultural 'fallout' in America during the early years of the atomic age. Paul Boyer
argues that the major aspects of the long-running debates about nuclear armament and disarmament
developed and took shape soon after the bombing of Hiroshima. The book is based on a wide range of
sources, including cartoons, opinion polls, radio programs, movies, literature, song lyrics, slang, and
interviews with leading opinion-makers of the time. Through these materials, Boyer shows the surprising
and profoundly disturbing ways in which the bomb quickly and totally penetrated the fabric of American
life, from the chillingly prophetic forecasts of observers like Lewis Mumford to the Hollywood starlet who
launched her career as the 'anatomic bomb.' In a new preface, Boyer discusses recent changes in nuclear
politics and attitudes toward the nuclear age.
The Manhattan Project Aug 27 2019 In the twentieth century, almost every aspect of science changed: it
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spread from insular universities to government, industry, and the military; new disciplines emerged, the
boundaries between old ones blurred; and a dizzying array of new products and processes changed people's
lives. But perhaps the greatest change was science's growth in scale, scope, and cost, as it was transformed
from an activity in which small groups or individuals conducted experiments into "Big Science" -- a largescale enterprise that is carried out by multidisciplinary and multinational groups of researchers, costs
enormous sums, demands massive institutions of its own, and often represents a significant fraction of
national budgets. These changes have often been ascribed to the Manhattan Project, the allies'project
during the Second World War to build the atomic bomb. Established at Los Alamos and several other sites,
the Manhattan Project brought together American, British, Canadian, and refugee European scientists to
design and build the bombs that ultimately destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945. At its
height, the project was equivalent in size to the entire American automobile industry, employing 130,000
people and costing a total of $2 billion. Its outcome conferred new prestige to science and scientists, and it
is widely deemed responsible for the massive growth and militarization of postwar science. But the
Manhattan Project did not represent a radical break in the development of twentieth-century science.
According to Jeff Hughes, it accelerated developments already underway. Drawing on recent scholarship,
Hughes offers a lively reinterpretation of these epic events and considers the dramatic role the military and
industry played in shaping not just the Manhattan Project, but the whole of twentieth-century science.
The Atomic Bomb Suppressed Jul 19 2021 Cover -- Half Title -- Title -- Copyright -- Contents -- Figures -Preface -- Abbreviations -- Acknowledgments to the Second Edition -- Acknowledgments -- 1. Introduction -2. The Atomic Bomb Presented to the World -- 3. Ideals and Goals of U.S. Occupation Planning and
Censorship -- 4. SCAP Takes Charge of the Japanese Press -- 5. The Allies and the Occupation -- 6.
Censorship in Practice -- 7. Punishment for Violations -- 8. Censorship of the Atomic Bomb -- 9. Reasons for
Censoring the Atomic Bomb -- 10. Results of U.S. Censorship Operations in Japan -- Notes -- Bibliography -Index
Remembering the Manhattan Project Oct 29 2019 During World War II, nations raced to construct the
world's first nuclear weapon that would determine the future of the world. The Manhattan Project, one of
the most significant achievements of the 20th century, was the culmination of America's war effort. Today,
although the issue of nuclear weapons frequently dominates world politics, few are aware of the history
behind its development. Part I of this book, comprised of papers from the Atomic Heritage Foundation's
Symposium on the Manhattan Project, recounts the history of this remarkable effort and reflects upon its
legacy. Most of the original structures of the Manhattan Project have been inaccessible to the public and in
recent years, have been stripped of their equipment and slated for demolition. Part II proposes a strategy
for preserving these historical artifacts for the public and future generations. This book has been selected
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for coverage in: • Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings (ISTP CDROM version / ISI Proceedings) •
Index to Social Sciences & Humanities Proceedings® (ISSHP® / ISI Proceedings) • Index to Social
Sciences & Humanities Proceedings (ISSHP CDROM version / ISI Proceedings) • CC Proceedings —
Engineering & Physical Sciences Contents:Part I: A Report on the Proceedings:A History Worth
PreservingThe Manhattan Project — A Millennial TransformationThe Allies and the Atomic BombThe
Military and Science in the Crucible of WarSpeaking from ExperienceLessons of the Manhattan Project for
the 21st CenturyClosing ReflectionsPart II: A Plan for Preserving the Manhattan Project:Preserving
America: A Strategy for the Manhattan ProjectCross-Cutting RecommendationsPreservation Strategies for
the Manhattan Project: Two Options Readership: Scientists, historians, public policy makers, educators and
students as well as members of the general public. Keywords:History of the Manhattan Project;Second
World War;Preserving AmericaKey Features:Will engage students and a broad national audience interested
in the top-secret effort in WWII to create the world's first atomic bombIncludes compelling articles by
Pulitzer Prize winner Richard Rhodes, The Making of the Atomic Bomb, Gregg Herken, Brotherhood of the
Bomb, Robert Norris, Racing for the Bomb, and five other notable historians
Trinity: A Graphic History of the First Atomic Bomb Feb 23 2022 A graphic novel account of the race to
construct the first atomic bomb and the decision to drop it, tracing the early research, the heated debates,
and profiles of forefront Manhattan Project contributors.
The Manhattan Project and the Dropping of the Atomic Bomb Feb 11 2021 This invaluable resource offers
students a comprehensive overview of the Manhattan Project and the decision to drop the atomic bomb,
with more than 80 in-depth articles on a variety of topics and dozens of key primary source documents.
Provides an important resource for understanding the decision-making process and programs that led to
the successful development of the atomic bomb Offers readers the critical material to understand the
controversial decision by President Harry Truman to drop atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Provides an A through Z review of all the key reference content needed to form the complete picture of the
Manhattan Project Introduces readers to many of the key primary source documents related to the
Manhattan Project and the atomic bomb
“In Case Atom Bombs Fall” Jun 17 2021 With the very real possibility of nuclear war looming on the
horizon from 1945 to the early 1960s, both federal and local governments took on the responsibility of
educating Americans on how to survive the expected blasts, residual fallout, and radiation poisoning. Duck
and cover drills, bomb shelters, and evacuation plans became an integral part of every citizen’s daily life.
This book provides a sampling of civil defense publications issued by government agencies and
organizations during this era. Arranged thematically, the book includes sections covering the impact and
power of the atomic bomb, radioactive fallout, women and the home, the importance of being prepared,
civil defense in schools, fallout shelters, evacuation plans, and, finally, the call for “peace or ... else.”
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